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TOPICS IN STOCHASTIC CONTROL THEORY
IDENTIFICATION IN CONTROL AND ECONOMETRICS:
SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES
n''R. K. MEFIRA*
ibis report attempts to bridge the gap bet ween the ecomonic and the control literatures on rio' subject
of Srstc'm uh'ntz float ion ond paranu'ter esitnar,on. it is pointed out thai the emphasis in the economic
literature is on large siniultaiteons equation models and linear estimation techniques. ithereas the emphasis
in the control literature is on state rector ann transfer function models. on problems due to partial state
observations and nonlinear estimation techniques. Since a Si Cin the throctuin of easiercoininuniccition
net wec'n researchers in the t isoft elils would he the use of a common moth'!, the state-vector niodel of emit rot
which has a!read been used in several economic studies is proposed as a unifring link The relationship
of the State-vector model to the simui!tcini'oiis equation model and the role of process and measurenient
?iOiSe ill 1heconometric contC.st we discussed. Complete results on he identflarilitv of state-rector
models along with a .ctepwise two-stage least squares method for model structure determination and a
maximum likelihood method for parameter estimation ore given. The problems of closed-loop srstem
identification and input (I ('sign are also briefly dfscu.ssecL
1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report is to make an attempt at bridging the gap between
System Identification in the Control and Econometric literatures. The task is not
simple due to a relatively long histoi'y of development of the area in both fields.
Even the word "System Identification" has different connotations in the two
fields, e.g. in control, the word generally denotes the complete three step iterative
process of model specification, parameter estimation and model verification (see
Figure 1). However, in the econometric literature, the term "Identification" refers
mainly to identifiability questions which have to be settled before attempting
parameter estimation. In this paper, we will use the word "System Identification"
in the context of control systems.
There are perhaps more similarities than differences between the control and
the econometric literature on the subject of system identification. Roth rely heavily
on the theories of probability and statistical inference, in particular least squares
estimation, likelihood and Bayesian inference. The differences stern mainly from
the models considered, availability of data, objectives of identification and the
specific details of estimation algorithms. We elaborate on these points in the
following sections and present a model which is general enough to include a large
number of problems of interest to both econornetricians and control engineers.
This model is based on the state space concept and has been studied quite thorough-
ly in the control literature. We present identifiability results on this model and
discuss the estimation techniques that have been employed. Finally, we give a few
examples and mention other related problems. To help the readers with
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terminology, a table by Dhrymes,Klein and Steiglitz [1]has been expanded and presented below.
Becauseofthe author's particularbackground, ii has beenvery difficult to avoid an overemphasison the contributions fromcontrol literature. Perhapsa similar attempt byan econometrician wouldhelp restore the balance byeinphasiz- ing the Contributionsfrom theeconometric literature and showingtheir relevance to the control problems.
2. COMPARISONOF MODUS ANI)ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES




TERMINOLOGY oi SYSTEM iI)FNT1I1CATION iN EcoNoslirRics ANt) CONIROL
Control Econometrics
Noise Error
White Gaussian noise Nonautocorrelated normally distributed error
Colored noise Autocorrelated error
Measurement noise Error-in-variables
Process noise Disturbance term
Record Sample
Rational :-iransform Rational lag distribution
IdentifIcation Specificatioii and estimation of a model
Identifiable model J ustidentified or ovendentified model
Unidentifiable model Underidentified model
Input variable Exogenecius variable
Output variable Endogeneous variable
Equation error method Ordinary least squares or linear regression
Output error method Nonlinear regression
Impulse response model Final form model




written down easily using Newton's laws of motion in terms of the aerodynamic,
gravitational and kinematic forces. The parameters relating the aerodynamic
forces to the motion variables such as linear and angular velocities are called
stability and control derivatives. For small deviations in velocities and angles
from nominal values, the motion can be described by a set of linear differential
equations of the type
Ax = Fx + Gu
V= Hx + Dii + r
where A is an inertia matrix (nonsingular), x denotes the state vector consistingof
displacements (angular) and velocities. u is the control input (elevator, rudder,
aeleron), y is the measured output that is assumed to be contaminated with noise r.
The matrices A, F, G, H and D are assumed constant and contain unknown para-
meters that are elements of a vector 8. All other variables viz.x, u, yand r are
functions of time.
A brief survey of the methods used for estimating 0 and refinements of the
abbve model would now be presented. Greenberg [3, 1951] in an early survey paper
describes following techniques.
Sinusoidal response method
Inspection of the transient
Fourier Transform MethodTransient Response Methods.
Derivative method
Prony's method
Methods (i), (iii) and (iv) basically use the principle of least squares, whereas (ii)
and (v) rely on the response of a linear system to a pulse-type of input. Prony's















input aft)can be expressedasthe sumofexponentials correspoiidi,i0 theeigcn_
values ofthe F-matrix,e.g.
(3) v(t)= a0 +a t'ii(t)
where it is assumed that F has distincteigenvalues.It is easily seen thatequation(3) is similar tothedistributed lag modelwhich has received increisiitgattention in the
econometric literature in recent years [1, 4. 5]. Anothertechniqueusedearly on was called Equation-Error Method16], whichis identical toregressionanalysis Shinbrot [7, 1951] proposed a "method-function"approach in which theeq uations of motion were multiplied by special functionsto eliminate errors dueto finite data lengths and unknown initialconditions in using theFourier transform
approach. The idea seems similar to the instrumentalvariable approach ofReiersol [7] in which special matricesare used to obtain consistentestimates. The later work in aircraft parameter identificationuses nonlinear regressionstechniques variously called quasilinearization[8], modified Newton--Riphson19] and differen.. tial correction. These techniquesalso apply to nonlinearmodels. Most recentl[10. II, 12] maximum likelihoodand Bayesian methods havebeen used forparanleter estimation in models of the type
A. =Fx± Gi, +w
V =Hx + Dia +,'
wherea(t)is an uncorrelatedor "white noise" Gaussianprocess. At this stage, it isappropriate perhaps tosay a few more thingsabout the model of equations (4)and (5). This model,known as the"state-vector model" of the system, hasassumed central importancein the controlliterature following the pioneering work of Kalman[13, 1960] on thefiltering, predictionand control properties of this model. Morerecently, the structuiland identifiabilityproperties of this model havebeen studied [14,15]. The discrete-timeequivalent of this model bears closeresemblance to the"simultaneous.equjIjon.. modelof econometrics [16].
Discrete.tinieIAx(i+i=FXI + Gu(i) +'t'(t) state-vector
(7) model ( :v(i)Hx(i)+ Du(i) +i(i)
where A(nx a), x(n x I),F(x a), Gte x m), D(pin)u(nl xI),w(n x 1), I), H(p x a),r(p x 1) and
QO,
E[z(f)UT(sj]R.






- - i) + B1u(t- i) + e(t)where y(p >1), F1(pp), B1(p x PIt) u(ni x I), e(p xIand
E[e(tk'T(s)lE(t - s).
To see the similarities between these models,we USC the lag operatordefined
by
zj'(t) = y(t - I).
From equation (6),
(:'A - F)x(t) = Gu(t) + w(t).
From equation (7),





Equations (10) and (11) arc same if we set





and equate the spectral density functions or autocorrelation functions of






The problem of obtaining (i, G, H, Q, R) from { F, B, EU- s)} has received atten-
tion in the control literature and is known as the stochastic realization problem [17,
18].'
Now let US consider some special cases which will bring out the similarity of
the models (6)-(7) and (8) more clearly.
(0 Complete State I'ector Obserued without Error (Per/i'cr Measuremneuts Case')
In this case, yU) = vU) so that equation (6) becomes
Ajt + I) = Fv(t) + Gn(t) + w(t).
This is a simultaneous equation model with "predetermined variables" consisting
on one lag endoger.eous variables vU). exogeneous variables 11(1) and uncorrelated
most of the control models, matrix A other turns out to be or can easily be reduced to an
identity matrix. The 'reduced form" state-vector model thus obtained can be given direct physical
interpretation so that there is very little advantage in using the "simultaneous equation' state-vector
model. The Situation in econometrics is different since a pr;ori information on parameters in the















Icrstochastic errors nV). Thetime-index,Ion u and w can he changed to tt + I)
without effecting the model.
(ii) No Stochastic Disturbancesinthe State Equations (Zero ProessTOLCase)
Withw(t) = 0,equation (10) can he written as
y(t) = H(z - 'A - F'Gu(t) + r(t).
Assuming that the eigenvalues of A -'Flie inside the unit circle, we can performa
Laurent series expansion in z and obtain
v(t) =M,u(: - i) + i(t).
1=0
Equation (15) is a distributed lag model with lag coefficients M1. In the control
literature, M1 have been variously called Markov parameters, impulse response
function, weighting pattern etc. The problem of obtaining matricesF,G.J-
given {M1. i = 0,..., c}, assuming A = I known as the minimalrealization
problem was solved by Ho and Kalman [19. 1966]. The concepts of controllability,
observability and minimal realizations [20] play an important role in solvingthis
problem. In general, one does not obtain unique {F, G, H}, but by imposing
structural restrictions, it is possible to obtain unique F, G. H.In this way,one
obtains unique canonical forms for the system which also have theproperty of
containing the smallest numbers of unknown parameters. The extensionsof these
results to the process noise case are also available and will bediscussed later.
(iii) RoleofProcessandMeasurement Noise
It is seen from the above discussion that ineconometric models onlyone
noise term is present, which, however,can be correlated in time. The question
arises: Is there any advantage of separatingtotal noise into two parts? The signific-
ance of this in the control problem derives from the factthat in many situationsone
has sufficient aprioriknowledge on the characteristics ofitU)andr(1)separately.
For example, r(t) beingmeasurement noise, comes from the measuring instruments
which can be separately calibrated.On the other hand,separate identification of
tt(t)and r(t)(whenever possible)provides much valuable informationwhich is lost
if only a combination of thetwo is identified. The situation issomewhat similar to the use of thesimultaneous.equation modelversus the reduced form model for
parameter estimation ineconometrics
The use of bothmeasurement noise and process noise ineconometric models has certain applications,We mention two of these
Error in i'ariahles.The state vector modelof equations (6i and (7 allows one to consider errors inoutput or endogeneotis variables.The errors in exogene- ous variables u(t)may be considered indirectlyby adding them to process-noise tt).The questions ofidentifiability will heconsidered in Section 3. Randomcoefficients inregression models.Consider the scalar regression model







Notice that even if the state vector .v is completely observed, the augmented
state vector XA is only partially observed.
2Thjs would be the case ifa = 0. i = I. --k.
This can always be done forstationaryprocesses with proper rational spectra.
27
'the usual assumption in regression models is that (a1, h1, I = l,---k.j = O, 1)
are constant. Suppose a1, b1 are known to vary from one time-period to next and let
the increments be random, e.g.
a(t -I-I) = a(t) -I- w1(t).
Denote by x(t) the (k + ! + I) vector of coefficients a1, b at time t. Then
a (17) x(t + I) = x(t) + t(t)
and
(18) (t) = H(t)x(t + i(t)
where 11(t) = [y(t - I), --,- k), u(t), u(t - 1),-- u(t - 1)]. The case where 11(t)
is deterministic2 but time-varying has been considered extensively in the control
e literature. The case of H(t) random has received less attention and needs to be
further investigated [21].
(iv) Correlated Errors andColored Noise
In equations (6) and (7), w(t) and r(t) were assumed to be uncorrelated in time
and with each other. The correlation between w(t) andu(1)is easily handled by a
transformation approach in which the system (6)(7) is replaced by another system
of equations having uncorrelatedtt)and i'(t). If E{wU)rT(s)] = C(t)53 then the
equivalent system is
(19) Ax(t 1)(FCR - H)x(t)Gu(t)CR - 'v(t) - += + + -F-(t)
e
y(t) = Hx(t) + r(t)
where
11 (20) E[i(t)rT(s)] = 0.
c-
e E[,,(t)qT(s)](Q - CR ICT)Ô
The auto-correlation of sv(t) and r(t)is handled by representing them as white
ts
of
noise through a linear system and augmenting the state vector.3 For example, let
v(t) be represented as
St
(21) x(1 +1)FvJ1) + G,:(t)
w(t) =HMxfl,(t) +(t)
Is where x(t) is the state vector for representing itr): th) and(t) are white noise





Recur.ave ver.'usi,m!(a?zeou.' L(/wllion Aloileis
In the econometric Iiteraturc. there has been a lot ofdiseu:sion a bout the ue
of recursive versus simultaneous equation models. Wold [28] has maintained that
the real world economic systems are recursive in time (or causal chainst and that
simultaneous equation models are approx iniations based on neglecting fast time-
constant phenomenon that are unobservable due to the large sampling interval.
Liii [29] has emphasized the interdependence of economic variables and has
questioned whether the complete interdependence and simultaneity is properly
considered in the proposed econometric models such as the Klein-Goldberger
model [30]. Fisher [31] has taken an intermediate position and shown that the
econonietric models in use may he thought of as approximations to realityas
conjectured by Wold [28] or Liu [29].
In the control literature, questions of this type have not received much atten-
tion. A control engineer, by training, is accustomed to thinking of the world as
recursive or causal. The concepts of state and Markov models of a systemare
partly based on this notion of reality. The recent interest in large scale systemsand
model-simplification techniques has led to the use of aggregationconcepts [32]
and asymptotic expansion methods [33]. Some of these methods leadto a set of
simultaneous equations corresponding to small time-constants inthe system. The
use of simultaneous equation models in control is an area for furthei- research.
Estimation Techniques
A large amount ofthe work in control is concerned with estimationtechniques
as is evidenced by several survey papers including Astrom and Eykhoff[22]. The
lack of emphasis on model structure determination andidentifiability may be due
to the fact that engineering models are fairly well understood and insingle-input
single-output models, the identifiability conditionsare not very complicated. By
and large, the models that have beenconsidered in control applicationsare
identifiable. The main concern in control has been indevising efficient computa-
tional methods for parameter estimation. Inmany applications, the estimation has
to be done on-line and this rules out iterative methodslike the full-information
maximum likelihood method. Other differences in estimationmethods arise from
the fact that only part of thestate vector is observed and the observarions contain
measurement noise. Under these conditions,a direct application of ordinary least
squares (OLS) leads to biased estimates. Theapproach taken in control is to go to
nonlinear least-squares rather than modifyOLS as is often done in econometrics.
It is fair to say that the controlliterature has not made fulluse of linear least
squares techniques. On the other hand,much valuable experience has been
gathered on nonlinear optimizationtechniques applied to leastsquares and
maximum likelihood criteria.A combination of the experiencegained in the two fields should certainly befruitful. Two examples of thisare refs. [I] and [23].
3.lDENTI1icjAND ESTIMATION 01 STATEVLCTORMojjijs







































For siniplicity, we would consider the reduced form state-vector model by
asuinhl1g that A = I and D = 0. The extensions of the identifiability resultsgiven
below to the case ii need to he worked out. From here on, we consider the
simplified model
v(t -1) = Fx(t) + Gu(i) + nit)
r(t) =Hx(t) + r(1).
3.1.ide,iijfiahiliiv Residts
Fromthe work of Aströni [22]. Kalman [20], Mehra [25. 26]. Kailath [27],
Maync [14], Popov [IS] and Tsc Weinert, etal. [29], it is known that the following
conditions must be imposed on the model (23H24) to make it identifiable.
Condition (i). [F, G] controllable and [F, H] observable. i.e.
Rank [G, PG.F2G,--, F"'G]=n
Rank [fIt, fTJJT (FTr_ lifT]=
These conditions are generalizations of the no pole-zero cancellation condi-
tions used in time-series analysis.
Condition (ii). All the elenients of the process noise covariance matrix Q are
identifiable 1ff all the state variables are measured, i.e. pn. If p < n, only the
proper canonical representation oI(23)-(24) given by a steady-state Kalman filter is
identifiable [25-27]. This representation has the form
.(t +1)=F(t) + Gu(i) + FKv(t)
v(i) = Hx(i) + i'(t)
where E[v(t)VT(s)] = The white noise process i'(t) represents one-step ahead
prediction errors and is also known as the "innovation" process.
t is further required that [F, K] be controllable.
Condition (iii). F and H are in the following canonical forms or their paraneters
are consistently solvable in terms of the parameters of this canonical form.
F,










Fc=where Fis n1x a1
H
(30) H1 = Rank I - Rank
where H is i X n matrix consistingofthe first i rows of H. arepresents the addi-
tional part of the state space observed bythe ith output over the first(i - I) out- puts. The setofindices (a12' - - n) have been called output numbersofthe system by Mayne [14] and are invariant undercoordinate transformationsFrom the observability condition.








1fn= O.thentheithrowofHhasflon zero + --- + n1_ I) columns.














x'(t+ I)=TFT'x'jt)+ TGu(t) + TFKi'(t)
y(t) =HTx'(t) + v(t).





Equations (33)-{37) represent thecanonical model ofthe system. By using equation
(32) for transformation 1 we can relate theparameters of F. G, H, K to the para-
meters o1I-, H, G and K which are identifiable. The canonicalset has a total of
(s +?iiii1- up)n(,n + 2p) parameters. In addition, the covariance matrix of the
innovation processv(t)vizis identifiable. The matricesQand R are related to




where P is an n x n positive definite matrix. Methods for solvingequations (38)-
(40) have been discussed by Faurre [17] and Nlehra [34,35].
Condition(jr).4The support of the spectral distribution function S(w) of the
inputu(i)contains more thank =[NP/2p] points where NP is the number of
unknown parameters in F, G, and H and [a] denotes the integerpart of a. The
support of S(o) is defined as
Support S(w)= {wI it <w I">0, [S(w +t) -SHU(w -)] > 0}.
This condition is derived in Ref. [26] andcan be expressed in terms of the
autocorrelation function ofu(fl. If the input is sinusoidal, then itmust contain more
than k frequencies for the system to be identifiable. Such inputs have been called
"persistently exciting" inputs [22].
Condition (r). Fis a stable matrix or all the roots of(:I - F) lie outside the
unit circle.
R!marks
(a) The Kalman Filter representation (27)-(28) of the system is both causal
and causally invertible with respect to the input-output pair i'(t) and y(t). Onecan
write using the lag operator z, and using equations (27)-(28),
y(t)=H(z -- F) 'Gu(i) + [H(zij-F)' K -i-I]i'(t)
This is a necessary conditien when wQ)0 andu(r)is assumed scalar. For sufliciency and for
multi-input systems, further conditions are required.
31and
(43)v(t) =1f[:I -- K1I)] 'FKv(t) -!I[='I1(1K!!)]'Gu(t).
From (43), it is dear that EU -- KH) must also he a stable matrix. Kalmaii [131
has shown that under the conditions of complete controllability and observahility
and K given b equations (38)-(40). F(I -K!!) is a stable matrix. If K is identified
directly, this condition must he imposed separately.
In the terminology of econometrics [16].if the iiuriiher of unknown
parameters () in the original svsteniF, G. Ii. Q. Ris exactly the same as the
number of parameters 0 in the canonical representationI.. (. H, K., and
the mapping from the sets 1' to 0 is One-tooiie 01110 ((1 e 0. co E 1t, the system is
just -:denttfied. lfthe dimension of (1 is less than that 0f. and the mapping fromto
0 is onto. the system is over-ulentified. Finally if the dimension of1)is larger than
that ofor the mapping fromto 0 is not onto. the svsteni is with'i-iden;ifjcI or
unidentifi (thl('.
Rothenberg [40] has shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for
local identifiability ofO to (iunder certain regularity conditions, is that the Fisher
information matrix be nonsingular at 6cHowever, this condition is not eas%to
verify in practice, except numerically. The author has not as vet related otherconcjj.
(ions of identifiability given by Rothenherg [40] to the above conditions.
3.2.ConsistentLeast SquaresEstimationof.CanonicalParametersand Deternii,iatjo,,
H,,
Equations (27)--(28) along with canonical forms F,. and i1can be written aS a
set of p difference equations in terms of the input- output variables (v.u. v). The
resulting form is known as the external model of the system. Once thesystem
equations are written in the external form, the applicability of regressionmethods
can be easily examined. We demonstrate this by considering the equation forthe
first output variable v1(1). (The elements of vectors and matriceswill he denoted
by subscripts.)
(44) v1(t) = x(t) + v1(t)
I,
+(F')v3(t - I) +v1(t)
Jr I
(45)v1(t - 1) .V(1 - 2) +(Gi1i(t - 2)
+
(FK)1v,(t - 2).
Solvingequation (45) recursively interms ofx(t - 2); --v(t - n)and suhstitu






















whereand carc defined by coiicspuiideiice. Equation(46jrepresents an auto-
regressive moving average (ARMA) model of ordern1with ,deterministic inputs
and p white noise inputs.
Proceeding in the same fashion. r2(t)can be writtenas an autoregressive model
of ordern2withy1 (t),u(t) and i(t) as inputs and so on. In other words, thissystemof
equations is recursive and we can estimate theparameters by solving p regression
problems in sequence. However, since the error termsare correlated with someof
the independent variables. OLS would give biased and inconsistent estimates.We
use the two-stage least-squares procedure of Theil[16]to obtain consistent
estimatesof fiand g parameters. The c parameters can then be obtained fittinga
moving average model to the residuals. It is also possibleto use the three-stage
least squares procedure [16], but we would insteaduse the maximum likelihood
procedure of Appendix Aforobtaining efficient estimatesof allthe parameters.






where N is the total numberofsample points. Equation (46) may now he written for
t = u1,----Nas
(47) y =[M1M2][_]+ V
where












Equation (47) can also be writtenas
y=M6+v
161 where M = {M1 M2] and 0
=
Notice that only M2 and vare correlated
in equation (47). In two stage leastsquares, one replaces M2 by A2 such that
2 is uncorrelated with thenew error term. The calculation of 1cr2 is done byusing the
final form of the model (or the impulseresponse model) of equation (46) viz.
y1 (t) = 'u(t - j) +1(i) j1 11
whereis obtained from
III '-Ifljm rn
I + jIhz-' g.z' jI i1 71 I1
Using the stability property ofthe system, we wiltruncate the sum in equation (49)










y= U;' + i
41 (a1 - I) it(0), 0.....0
Lu1(N- I) u1(N -
Um(nt - 1) Um(0),O.....0






(N - a1) x qmy andijareeasilydefined by correspondence.
The model(51)has the property thatLiandare uncorrelated and a consistent
estimate of y is obtained by OLS.
=(UTU)Uy.
But'is notBLUE (bestlinear unbiased estimator) since E[qr'] We






('- 1) . (0)-
c(l)
1) ...((Nn1)
andE =(M2 -- M2W2.It is easily shown that (+) is uncorrelated with M, so
thatonecan useOLSto obtain consistentestimatesof
[p21[MTM, Mf21[M11
Lii =LAMI P1M,] [jY.
Estimator(54)can also be written as
FEi[MTM, M'M21[M 1 (55) [iJ =LMMIMM2 -kWTWj [(M2-
withk= 1 and W = (Al2 -M2).
The estimator (55) is called the k-class estimator. It reduces to OLS for k= 0
and can be shown to be related to the maximum-likelihood estimator [16].
Estimation of ?l...
Model (46) after replacement of li('- j) on the right-hand side by(i - /)
is in a form suitable for using step-wise regression [36] as proposed by Parzen [37]
in a somewhat different context. In this procedure, the significance ofvarious
regression terms is tested by using partial correlations and partial F-tests. Other
statistical criteria, such as Akaike's FPE (final prediction error) {3t]can also he
used depending on the objective of identification (i.e. prediction. control,etc.).
Reinarks
(a) The case in which there is no deterministic input 11(t), the two-stage least
squares procedure cannot be used. However, in that case, modified Yule-Walker
Theestimates are efficient only if ft Vj, 1.
35equations can be used to obtain consistentestimates of/I parameters [25].More
efficient estinlaes can be obtained byusing Durhin's method [51]or the Hannan -
Par,en approach [52, 37].
(h) The consistent estimatesofc or matrix K can he obtained inseveral ways. See, e.g. Refs. [34, 23, 39].
(C)The two-stage least-squaresapproach can be made on-lineas has already
been demonstrated by Pandya[23]. In fact, most of the linearleast-squares pro- cedures can be made recursiveby expressing the inverse ofthe information matrix for (N + I)measurements in terms of the inverse for Nmeasurements using the matrix inversion lemma
(M+ HTRJH) M - MHT(HMHTR)'HM.
4. Fuiu,-u,CO1MENTS
In this section,we discuss two problems whichhave received considerable attention in the controlliterature.
4. 1. Closed-Loopor FeedbackSystems








C on trotIn stochastic systems, interesting results on identifiability have been given by
Wingrove [43], Box and MacGrcgor [44] and Phadkc and Vu [45] for the case
where both the system and controller dynamics are unknown. They have shown
that without the external input or disturbances into the system, the closed-loop
system (i.e., the system and the controller) ma' he unidentifiable. If one simply
cross-correlates the input sequence and the output sequence of the system (after
pre-whitening), one obtains the inverse of the controller transfer function rather
than the system transfer function. Consequently, it is necessary to have an external
input or disturbance into the system that is uncorrelated with output noise in order
to identify the system. In addition, it is also necessary to have some time-delay or
dead-time in the loop to make the system completely identifiable [43, 44. 45].
An area of active interest where closed-loop identification is essential and has
been extensively used for the last 15 years is human operator modeling [46]. Most
of the work has used spectral methods, but recently maximum likelihood estima-
tion and parametric models have been used with good success [47].
4.2. Input Design
The problem of input design has received considerable attention in the control
literature due to the fact that inputs can often be selected and they can have con
siderable influence on the accuracy of parameter estimation. This problem has been
formulated in a number of different ways which include
an optimal control formulation [48, 49], and
a minimax approached based on the theory of optimal experiments in
regression [26, 50].
The latter approach has given very general results on the design of optimal
inputs. The two approaches have been applied to the design of control inputs
for aircraft parameter identification.
5. Coci.usios
In this report, we have pointed out certain similarities and differences between
system identit in the control and econometric literatures. In particular, the
state-vector model comii,nly used in control is compared with the simultaneous
equations model used in econometrics. An approach to the identification and
estimation of parameters in state vector models is presented based on canonical
forms, stepwise two-stage least squares and maximum likelihood estimation using a
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APPENDIX A: AN INNOVATIONS APPROACH '10M,'s.xiiur'siLIKELIHOOD
IDENTIFICATION OF LINEAR ANI) NONliNEAR DYNAMIC SYsTtN1s
This appendix presents an approach to maximum likelihood identifIcationof
multi-input multi-output linear and nonlinear dynamic systems with arbitrary
inputs. The approach is based on state vector formulation and USCS the innovation
properties of optimal filters for these systems, Application to the identification of
the transfer function of a chemical reactor is considered.
-Introduction
The maximum likelihood estimation of autoregressive and moving average
parameters in time series analysis has been considered byseveral investigators
[I, 2]. The related problem of linear system identification can often be cast in this
framework, though the parameter transformations involved may be nonlinear and
nonunique. Special difficulties are encountered in handling multi-input multi-
output linear models and nonlinear models using the time-seriesapproach. The
author[3,41 has triedtocircumvent these diffictiltiesbyworking directly with the
physical models and using the innovations approach of Kailath[5. 6]. Aschematic
diagram ofthismethodisshown in FigureA.l.











Figure A.!lmplen1nta( ion of maximumlikelihood estimator
2. Linear Sj'stems
Consider a discrete-timelinear system7
(Al) x(t + I)- Fx(tJ -F Gu(t) + Fit'(t)
(A.2) (t) = Hx(t) ± 1(t)
where
x(t) = ii xI state vector; u(t)p x I input vector:
st(t) = q x Ivector of random forcingfunctions:
and
y(t) = r x Ioutput vectors: and i(t)r x I vector of outputerrors
E{ ;t'(t)}= 0, E{nt)%tT(r).
where, is the Kronecker delta function.
= 0
able.
parameters from F, G, F, H,Q and R is denoted by0. It is assumedthat Ois identifi-
It is assumedthat the structureof the model iskUOW Thevector of unknown
= 0, E{r(t)rT(t)Rir




Systems are handled in(he same fashionSee Ref. 3.
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I N7.O-and
p( Y,'O) = conditional probabilitydensity of Y given .
An expression for p(Y%/1) isderived as
p( Y.'O)p(v( 1).....y( N )//())
= pQ'(N) Y..-O)p( 1%. ))
= p(y(N) I-,)p(v(N - 1)1-2' 11)P(- 2(1)




Consider the case in which x(0).w(t) and r(t) are normally distributed.Then p(i) Yj_, 6) by a vell-known property of normal distributions is alsonormal. Let
EV(j$j_6S(/I./ - I)
and
Coy jj)I )_.(J = B(jjj- 1).
It is known that(j)j - 1) and B(j)j- I) can be obtained from a Kalman filter [7]
of the following form:
(A. 7) S.(i + 1/i) = F.(z/t) + Gu(t)
.(t/t) - I) + K(t)(t)
i'(t) =i(s) -H.(t/t - I)
(A. 10) K(i) = P(tt- I )HB '(ft - 1)
(A. Ii) B(t) - I )H + R
(A. 12) P(t/t) = (1 - K(t)H)P(t/t- I)
P(t + l/t) = FP(t/t)FT+ FQ1T.
The likelihood function (A.4)can now be written as
logYJU)
= -
[vT(j)B'(j1 - l)v(j) + log B(j/j- l)Jj.
Here r(I) denotes the innovationsequence which is zero mean, Gaussian and white
[5]. ML estimate O is obtained by maximizing(A. 14) with respect to 0 subjectto the
constraints (A.7)-IA.13). This isa very difficult optimization problem. An approxi-
mation suggested in Ref. (3) simplifies theproblem tremendously. It is assumedthat
4'the filter gain K(t) andcovariance B(ii - 1) have reached
constant values K and H and the vector (1consists of unknownparameters from 1, G, K and13 only. Then
(Al 5) log p( Y1) [v1tj)B'v(j) + log 131].
5=
Maximizing (A. 15)over B, produces
(A. 16) B=vtiti)
whereis the ML estimateof unknowns in! G and K. It isgiven by the rootof the equation
I = o
5=1
where (0%'(j))/is calculated fromequations (A.7)(A.9).The root ofequation (A 17) is found bya Newton -Raphsonor Gauss-Newtoniteration. Onceis obtained. 1, Q andR are obtainedfrom equations(lO)-(13). In thisway, the non- iinear constraintsof equations(lOHl3) arc avoidedduring optimization.The above method isno more complicatedthan the well-knownoutput error method. In fact, it reducesto the outputerror method when thereis noprocess noise, i.e., w(t)0. In thatcase, Q = 0. K= 0 and v(t)t(t) - Hx(t) is theoutput error. A flow chart ofthe method isshown in Figure A.2.
3. NonlinearSystems
Consider a nonlineardynamic system
.'c(l+ I).f(.x(1), 0, u(i)) +Fic(t)
v(t)h(x(i)) + ut)
wheref(. ) and Iu() are n xI arid r xI vectors ofnonlinear functions.Also, w(t) and u(t) areGaussian white noisesequences with zeromean and covariancesQ and
R.
The evaluationof the trueML estimatewould requirethe calculationof .0) using anoptimal nonlinearfilter. Since thisis computationally infeasible, weapproximatep((t(j)I , 0) by a Gaussian density
with mean and covariance obtainedfrom an ExtendedKaiman Filter [8]of the followingform:
.(t + I !t)f(.(t,/t)). 0, u(t))
(A.2 I)
.(t/t) = £(/1) + K(t)v(t)
(A.22
v(t) = t(t)-h(Q(t!t- I))





























Figure A.2Flow chart of the maximum likelihood algorithm
Kailath [6] has shown that the density of the innovation i'(t) tends to a Gaussian
density as the sampling rate is increased. Thus the above approximation is quite
good for high sampling rates.
4. Applicot ions
The above method has been applied to two bench-mark problems. The first
















likelihood identificationola chemicalreactor benchmarkpiohiem














where= /t1,02=It2, (13=1/13,64=G/r3 and 85=D. Table A I showsthe values oftrue and estimated
parameters basedon input and output timehistories of FigureA.4. Theinnovationspass the whitenesstest at




































































































































































































































































































SThe second application concerns the determination of stability and control
derivatives of an X.22 VTOL aircraft. The model is nonlinear and has flight
disturbance (gusts. etc.) forcing functions with 23 unknown parameters. For this
and other applications, see Ref. [9].
TABLE A.l
Thur AND ESTIMATED VALUES OF PARAMFTF.RS FOR TIff CUEMICAL REACTOR PROBLEMS
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ML estimates based on 480 samples4 mm 4.98 5.22 1.9 1.91 0.5
ML estimates based on 240 samples5mm 3.63 4.13 1.63 1.94 0.46
True values 4.2 mm 3.9 4.7 19 1.9 0.5
D r r C r Parameters